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When J. K. Rowling released
the first book of her Harry Potter
series in 1997, the idea that the
world is a magical place
populated with all sorts of
magical, mystical creatures was
introduced to another generation
of children and youth. Suddenly,
there was an epidemic of Potter
fever and Potter mania each time
another book or movie was about
to be released. Millions of people
just had to know more about this
mystical world where some
people can learn to be wizards
and witches while others
plod
along in a non-magical, “muggle”
existence.
Harry Potter’s world is a place
where
banquet
tables
fill
themselves with food and there is
always enough to eat. It’s a place
where people in pictures move
and talk, and where a hat can talk
and make decisions. It’s a place
where you can play a game of
Quidditch flying through the air
on a broomstick or a game of
Wizard’s Chess where the pieces
destroy one another as they are
captured.
Harry’s world is also a place
where friends like Ron and
Hermione and loving adults like
Albus Dumbledore and Sirius
Black protect you from evil
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people like Lord Voldemort and
Death Eaters. In many respects,
Harry’s world is much like the
land of Narnia that C. S. Lewis
created and many people have
read about in the novel, “The
Lion, The Witch, and the
Wardrobe.”
They are both
magical places where animals

talk, where magical things
happen, where an evil person is
trying to take control of the
world, and where magic is used to
help people fight against the evil.
The final Harry Potter book
was released in 2007 so readers
have come to the “end of the
story.” It was thought that there
would be no more stories about
Harry, his friends, and their
enemies. But a stage play was
written and produced which was
then made into a book and
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published in 2016.
Universal
Studios Theme Park created a
Harry Potter World to let people
keep touching the magical world.
Were you (or are you still)
fascinated with Harry Potter’s
world of magic? If so, you are
not alone. The Barna Research
Group released a study in 2007
that indicated four out of five
American teens had read a Harry
Potter book or watched a movie
about the boy wizard. There must
be a large number of those teens
(now adults) who are still
fascinated with Harry’s world
because the theme park was full
of people before Covid-19 hit the
scene. But there are some people
who weren’t and aren’t fascinated
by Harry’s world of magic. They
don’t even like reading C. S.
Lewis’ “Chronicles of Narnia” or
J. R. R. Tolkein’s “Hobbit” and
“Lord of the Rings” because they
think it makes people believe in
magic.
The real question is whether or
Continued on page 2
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Continued from page 1 – Do You Believe in Magic

not you should believe in magic.
Since the creation of the earth,
people have seen the world as a
magical place with spirits and the
miracles of gods. In chapter three
of Genesis, the serpent, an animal
created by God, spoke to Adam
and Eve, tempting them to distrust
God and disbelieve his word and
encouraging them to believe his
version of truth over God’s.
From Genesis to Revelation,
the Bible depicts the universe as a
place where spirit beings interact
with our universe and even cause
things to happen that seem to be
supernatural or magical.
The
biblical worldview is that
magic exists, but that it is
caused by spirit beings
who have chosen to follow
Satan, a powerful spirit
being who decided to
oppose God as the ruler of
the universe.
Thus events that appear
to
be
magical,
supernatural, or miraculous
to us may be the result of
spirit beings interacting
with the physical world to
cause the events to happen.
That doesn’t mean everything we
don’t understand is magic or the
action of spirit beings. It may just
be a natural, physical event that
science hasn’t been able to
describe or understand yet.
There is real magic caused by
spirit beings, but there is also
make-believe magic like when an
illusionist seems to pull a rabbit
out of a hat, saw a person in two
parts, or make the Statue of
Liberty disappear. Even though
we know it is make-believe, the
“magic”
of
an
illusionist
captivates and thrills us. In the
same way, the make-believe

magic found in stories like King
Arthur and the round table,
Dorothy traveling from Kansas to
the land of Oz and back, and Peter
Pan and pixie dust causing
children to fly all enchant and
delight us.
Obviously, having anything to
do with real magic is dangerous
because it puts you in contact
with powerful spirit beings who
are opposing God and trying to
rule the universe in his place. So,
is there any danger in reading
about the make-believe magic of
C. S. Lewis, J. R. R. Tolkein, or J.
K. Rowling? Let’s take a quick
look at their use of magic to see
the purpose of that magic.

The distinctive of Lewis’
stories about Narnia is his use of
make-believe magic to symbolize
Christian truths. In “The Lion,
The Witch, And The Wardrobe,”
he depicts the world (Narnia) as
being under a terrible spell from
the wicked witch (Satan). Aslan
(Jesus) breaks the spell by giving
his life for the spoiled little boy,
Edmund (a rebellious traitor).
The stories are rich in Christian
symbolism, set in a mythical
world that only has a slight
resemblance to the real world, and
teaches the same principles that
God’s word does.

Tolkein’s
stories
about
Hobbits and middle earth teach
Christian values set in a war
between good and evil. The
magic in his stories is done by
wizards and elves as part of their
helping the inhabitants of middle
earth to get rid of evil. The
stories never encourage readers to
experiment with real magic but
they do teach biblical virtues and
the deceitfulness of sin.
Rowling’s books clearly teach
positive values like using
intelligence in problem-solving,
opposing evil, and protecting the
weak. The setting of the books
obviously is very much like the
real world since Hogwarts is in
Great Britain and some of
the characters are from
France and Germany. The
train to Hogwarts leaves
from a mythical platform in
a train station in London
and the Minister of Magic
often briefs the Prime
Minister of England on
magical events that might
impact the “muggle” part of
the world. None of the
stories have any direct
similarity to or teach the
truth of God’s word.
Since Rowling’s books are set
in the real world, it would be
important to know if the magic
that is used has any similarity to
that practiced by self-identified
real world wizards and witches.
Richard Abanes, who has
thoroughly researched Rowling
and her books writes: “Although
the [Harry Potter] novels may not
contain true incantations, they do
illustrate the importance of spells
to occultists and the significance
that words play in casting those
spells.
…
Obviously,
the
nonsensical words used in the
Potter books (e.g. Alomohora!
Continued on page 3
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Expelliarmus! …) … are not truly
magic. Each spell is nothing but
silly
babble,
humorously
Latinized by Rowling to impart a
sense of mysticality.” (Harry Potter
And The Bible – The Menace Behind The Magic,
pp57-58)

Although Rowling doesn’t use
the words of spells practiced by
self-identified
wizards
and
witches, many people believe the
similarity and the real-world
setting could break down a
healthy resistance to interacting
with powerful spiritual beings.
Children are naturally inquisitive
and readily believe what they are
told or read, so they would be
especially vulnerable to the idea
of contacting spirit beings and
following what they say. Adults,
and especially parents, must
decide for themselves if the
enjoyment of reading the stories,
watching the movies, visiting the
theme park Harry Potter world,
watching TV shows or listening
to music that portrays spiritual
beings as good, is worth the
danger it could bring to your
family. The suggestion that realworld magical practices are
harmless fun or something to be
enjoyed could open you or your
child to being used by spirit
beings in their fight against God.
It is important to keep the
world of magic in the proper
perspective. Magic is not just a
make-believe thing in fantasy
stories and movies. It is a real
activity used by people trying to
gain power in this world. Having
a desire for knowledge and
control of our circumstances is
understandable. But trying to get
that control by enlisting the help
of Satan, or the spirit beings
following him, through sorcery
and magic incantations is highly
dangerous.
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God, who created the physical
and spiritual realms of our
universe and controls them
through his own power, has said
that people should not “practice
divination or sorcery.” (Leviticus
19:26) God says that if people turn
to mediums or seek out spiritists
they will be defiled by them.
(Leviticus 19:31) The New Testament
assures us that the power of Jesus
is much greater than all the power
that can be obtained through
magic and dealings with Satan
and his spirit beings. (Acts 19:1519) Contacting spirit beings and
dealing in real-world magic keeps
us from trusting Jesus, the one
who died so we could be freed
from the forces of evil that seek to
bind us to themselves. Only Jesus
can relieve our torment and
replace our fear with a “spirit of
power, of love and of selfdiscipline.” (1 Timothy 1:7)
You should believe that magic
is real. Incantations are just the
process of interacting with spirit
beings who manifest their power
in the physical universe. If you
want to understand more about
the world and have the power to
deal with and endure your
circumstances, here is a real
phrase that will put you in touch
with the all-powerful Creator and
bring God’s power into your life:
“Jesus, I believe that you are God,
the Creator of the universe, who
died so that I can have a right
relationship with you, so I ask
you to come into my life and give
me the power to follow you for all
of my life.”
If you would like to know how
the power of Jesus can help you
live each day to the fullest, come
to Roanoke and talk with me
(Pastor Alan). I’ll be glad to
discuss magic and spiritual beings
with you also.

Theme Songs For
Bible Characters
Here are the titles of some
songs that biblical characters
might use as the title of their
theme song.
Adam & Eve
“Strangers in Paradise”
Noah
“Raindrops Keep Falling
on My Head”
Esther
“I Feel Pretty”
Daniel
“The Lion Sleeps Tonight”
Shadrach, Meshach,
and Abednego
"Great Balls of Fire!"
The Three Magi
"When You Wish
Upon a Star"
Jonah
"Got a Whale of a Tale"
Elijah
"Up, Up, and Away"
Nebuchadnezzar
"Crazy"
Methuselah
"Stayin' Alive"
Peter
"I'm Sorry"
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Pantry “Pleas”

Spotlight
on
Missions

And
Thank You
Thank you for your
response to our pleas for July.
We hope you will help us with
some of the following items
for August.
1. Canned Fruit

Lord, teach us to number our days.

2. Canned Vegetables
Sanitizing Wipes

Dear Friends,

3.

August came so quickly! It brought yellow flowers, heat, and
“turmoil with confusion.” Where is the peace and quiet we were sure
we would find just beyond the weekend?

4. Hand Sanitizer

Peace is something most of us want. Instead, one stress follows
another. Changes some we did not anticipate. Here is a Bible verse I
use to keep me centered and able to find the way to go:
“You will keep in perfect peace those
whose minds are steadfast, because
they trust in you.?” Isaiah 26:3
Roanoke Church members continue to reach out in any way we can
to show love and give the light of Jesus to help people find how to
break the chains that bind them from having peace with God and hope
for a beautiful, loving home for eternity.
“For my thoughts are not your thoughts,
neither are your ways my ways,
declares the LORD.” Isaiah 55:8
Come, join us for worship in music followed by Bible study each
Sunday as we seek God’s way of living and finding peace in knowing
God’s way is best.
Accepting God’s Way,

Alice Claire Butler

JOIN US
Meeting: Aug 9th
Carry-in lunch: Noon
Mission Study: 1 p.m.
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Our Summer Reading Club began on June 7 and a number of books
have already been checked and enjoyed during the past two summer
months. There are still plenty of good books for you to consider reading
as your summer fun begins to wind down.
Here are a few you might like to read.
Aug Cupcakes

By Joel C. Rosenberg

Aug Birthdays
Aug 1

John B

By Joel C. Rosenberg
By Joel C. Rosenberg
By Eileen Berger

John

By Thomas Kinkade
(4 volumes)
By Tim LaHaye & Craig Parshall

By Ted Dekker

By Warren Wiersbe

By Grant Jeffrey
By Jerry B. Jenkins and
James S. MacDonald

What Building Codes????
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Pray For Our Missionaries
Please join us in praying for
these individuals who have
accepted Jesus’ Lordship and
are serving him in mission
work.
Aug 1 – 8
Emily Wilson
Birthday: Aug 1
Emily, her husband, Layne,
and son, Thaddeus, moved from
a small town in Missouri to
Calgary, Alberta, Canada. She
describes Canada as a mosaic –
a place where everyone respects
one another’s beliefs as unique.
“With that mindset, they are
very kind in listening to your
beliefs but it as one option.” So
they respond something like
“I’m glad that works for you”
and then continue with what
“works for them.” Sharing the
gospel in Canada takes time.
Relationships grow slowly, and
it can take a while to establish
trust so they won’t turn away if
asked to join a Bible study.
Pray for Emily and her
family as they adjust to their
new
home
and
battle
homesickness. Pray also for
Emily as she is pregnant with
their second child, due in
November.
Aug 9 – 15
Buck Barton
Birthday: Aug 15
Virgil “Buck” Barton serves
as evangelism and outreach
coordinator
for Lakewood
Baptist Church in Beech Grove,
TN. He and his wife, Annie,
also run a ministry center called
Down Home Missions, where

they distribute food and
clothing and host Bible studies.
They use the ministry center to
build relationships so they can
share the gospel about God’s
love and demonstrate it in
action. Many people profess to
be Christian and listen politely
until they can get away quickly.
But they often return again and
again and some eventually
become volunteers and even
join Lakewood Church because
they have experienced God’s
love.
Pray for doors to be opened
to reach those who need to hear
the gospel. Pray also for more
believers willing to serve in
order to take the gospel to those
who need to hear.

the Netherlands navigate these
details required for remaining
on the field. The Rowlands
have worked in logistics since
1997 and love it when a new
missionary family receives their
visas without any complications
or finds just the right house to
meet their needs within budget.
Outside of logistics, they work
in the local church, lead a
discipleship group, work with
newcomers, and help out in the
office.
Pray for the couple to have
more opportunities to share the
gospel and to help other
missionaries.
Pray for the
Rowlands as they help their
aging parents.
Aug 23 – 31

Aug 16 - 22
Becky Rowland
Birthday: Aug 22
Missionaries face many
logistical issues on the mission
field, from visa applications and
renewals to housing and
environmental laws. Becky and
her husband, Gary, are logistical
service consultants and help all
IMB personnel in the United
Kingdom, Ireland, Belgium, and

Jefferson Sweet
Birthday: Aug 29
Jefferson serves as a
volunteer chaplain for his
county’s fire department of 120
firefighters working in 11
stations that service 65,000
residents
in
Florida’s
panhandle.
He provides
spiritual, emotional, and mental
care to first responders as they
are on site of emergencies and
in the stations. He also assists
the Red Cross by ministering to
residents who have suffered
trauma to their homes and lives.
Jefferson also serves as a
volunteer minister of education
for his church and serves as part
of the chaplain corps of the
FBC disaster relief ministry.
Pray for Jefferson as he
ministers to the needs of the
first responders, for their
salvation and for comfort and
strength in their jobs.

A Community Outreach of
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Back to School
Grade School Supplies Outreach
If Gordon Parks Elementary School gets
approval to open for “in school” classes, we
will fill pencil boxes with supplies for children
to use at home to complete their homework.

